
The Neuro-Linguistic Programming Institute helps us figure out where
brain patterns are ,  and to understand how we use these neural pathways
to create responses and hack into our own minds .  
Being able to watch people's eyes and the way that they move will  help
you indicate from where they are picking up their information.  You can
also do this for yourself and figure out from where you are accessing
your information.  
Anytime you are giving a response or digging for information in your
brain ,  your eyes are actually moving in accordance with the place in
your brain ,  that this information is being pulled from. Noticing this
movement will  allow you to figure out where you are getting your info .  
When you're doing your video journals ,  you do the video and you're
talking and perhaps looking around. After you record the video ,  go back
and watch them and notice when you're comfortable .  You don't need to
watch them right away, because that can be quite heavy. Watch them a
week or two weeks after creating them to give yourself a bit of
separation.  
When you go back to watch the video journal ,  watch how your eyes are
moving.  This will  give you clues as to what was going on in your mind
as you were speaking.  Notice where your eyes were moving and you'l l
f igure out what kind of information or the subconscious story or
subconscious image that you were creating.   Every direction signifies
what was going on at a deeper level .  
The journals are powerful because by watching yourself back and
noticing your eye movements ,  you will  unveil some of the unconscious
thoughts that were in there that you didn't  even realize you were
thinking about .  And those thoughts were and are propelling you to feel
what you were feeling.  
Some people are more visual .  Some people are more auditory.  Some
people are more kinesthetic .  Each of the different eye positions signifies
something different .
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I f  you're watching yourself and you notice your eyes moving up into
the left ,  that means that you are remembering an image of something
you've already seen.  If  you're watching yourself and your eyes are
going up into the right ,  you are creating a new image of something
that you have not physically seen.  This can be a fantasy that you
have or something that you want to pull in .  Maybe it 's  a visualization
that 's coming up at that moment .  
I f  your eyes are moving straight to the left ,  that means that you are
remembering a sound.  It  could be somebody's voice .  I t  could be an
alarm clock.  I t  could be the sound of a door when it  screeches .  I t 's  a
noise you've already heard before .
When your eyes move straight to the right ,  that means that you are
creating the sound.  It  is a sound that you might not have heard
before ,  or you are trying to envision what it  would sound like .  Maybe
you imagined the voice of somebody that you have yet to meet .  
There's always a voice in your head that 's speaking at any moment .  So
when you notice that your eyes move,  pay attention to what you're
saying and the direction that your eyes are going.  When you watch it
as a viewer in this way,  you can pick up on what sort of memory or
thought is fueling that movement .  This will  allow you to have a better
understanding of what your subconscious was thinking or feeling in
that moment .
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